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Abstract: In recent years, Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) methodology has strengthened the documentation and interpretation of archaeological contexts and is regarded as a breakthrough in relation to established methodologies and analyses. Change is also taking place regarding
web and cloud-based solutions, and this work acknowledges the importance of cloud-based and
web HBIM solutions applied to Cultural Heritage assets and archaeology. More than ever, online
platforms are becoming useful services to ease data exchange and validation between collaborators and stakeholders, establishing multidisciplinary approaches. Despite the presence of different
cloud-based platforms, Heritage asset documentation can hardly be managed by environments or
software developed for architecture and construction design. For this reason, this project is strongly
founded on four pillars: online documentation, collaboration, communication and accessibility.
Cognisant of these needs, the paper is aimed at the development of a custom HBIM cloud platform
for archaeology, on the basis of the BIMData open-source online environment. This platform, called
ARK-BIM, can be considered a modular solution leaning on HTML, JavaScript, VueJS, XEOKIT and
open-source languages.
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1. Introduction
This work was the result of several reflections on Building Information Modelling
(BIM) documentation, accessibility and data-exchange referring to archaeological contexts.
How can online documentation and data exchange of archaeological projects—carried out
by BIM methodology [1,2]—be implemented? Do collaborators and project members may
have a web HBIM environment designed for archaeology in common? Finally, how can
Free and Open-Source Software (FOSS) solutions contribute to this development?
This project began by following the experience of a three-year PhD-research programme on custom HBIM for archaeology via open-source tools [3], following the actual
needs of accessibility and data-exchange related to the Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) projects of Heritage assets. Moreover, this design can be considered the
natural continuation of a previous work in progress related to the initial proposal of a
custom BIM platform web development [4].
In recent years, informative solutions based on BIM proved to be essential for historical sites and architectures, changing the methodological approach of documentation
and analyses steps. Consequently, cloud-BIM platforms have had a great influence on
data transparency and accessibility, not only for Industry Foundation Class (IFC) files, and
related BuildingSMART standards [5–8], but also for external semantic data linked to the
objects. Being widely adopted for architecture and constructions inside BIM applications,
the IFC format has become a standard open format regularized by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO); through these standards [5–8], the IFC schema and
dictionary have been set, including the types, entities and functions of BIM objects. This
semantic information is therefore fundamental for data exchange and interoperability, both
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for BIM software and cloud-based services. Exactly as happens with client proprietary BIM
software, online dedicated solutions are not suitable for the archaeological domain. For
example, Autodesk BIM 360 is probably the most popular online platform designed for the
Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industries and is perfectly integrated
with Autodesk Revit. This cloud-based solution is a complete, stable and secure suite for
data sharing and exchange, especially regarding BIM projects carried out via Autodesk
Revit. Its features rely on a safety management of IFC data in a collaborative cloud environment. Nevertheless, its peculiarities have been designed for new constructions and
technical installations [9]. Archaeological BIM projects can be managed within already
cited commercial solutions; thanks to the IFC format, information can be dynamically
linked to parametric objects referred to archaeological peculiarities. However, this data
requires complex, stable and tailor-made databases and management instruments, which
is difficult to find inside software designed for the needs of modern buildings.
There are other solutions and unconventional ways to adapt BIM methodologies and
instruments to archaeological studies [3,10,11]; in this regard, the utilization and adaptation
of FOSS solutions to HBIM and building archaeology research has been demonstrated
through the utilization of FreeCAD software [12] in order to obtain an operative, informative system based on BIM methodology [11,13]. For this reason, FOSS tools (in particular,
web programming languages) can be utilized and dynamically adapted for generating
something new and useful for archaeological purposes [14]. Thus, archaeological and
Heritage asset documentation requires specific solutions to ensure data protection and
exchange, especially because remote collaborations have become a daily occurrence. Dedicated web and cloud-based platforms should therefore ensure the access and management
of information related to excavations or surveys. As has been recently proven by a cooperative project, archaeological collaborations have become difficult due to the distance
involved; this project, carried out by Polytechnic of Turin and Sapienza University of Rome,
focused on an HBIM design for the integration of archaeological data of the Domus Regia,
an important religious building of the Roman Forum (Rome, Italy) [15]. Working remotely,
both academic teams have used two cloud-based BIM solutions (BIMData and the platform
here presented) as common environments for mutual revisions and data integration. In
this regard, dedicated online platforms and services become essential for the purpose of
shortening distances and time.
For this reason, the main goal of this work was the creation of an ad-hoc cloud-based
solution for HBIM projects related to archaeology, designing a platform able to collect
different types of semantic data, including instruments for their investigation. Hence, this
manuscript shows the design and development of a custom cloud-based HBIM platform
suitable for archaeological documentation, in order to ease remote data accessibility and
collaborations among project members. This project shows novelties concerning archaeological documentation and collaborations, as well as HBIM data exchange via cloud
environments. This proposal, carried out through an ad-hoc web development, attempts to
solve remote accessibility and revisions regarding HBIM archaeological projects, creating
an online smart environment open to collaborations.
1.1. Cloud-BIM Solutions and BIM Data
BIM projects require multidisciplinary approaches and steady updates through professional collaborations. Cloud environments can ensure the real-time access and control of
IFC files; project members and stakeholders can work together on a digital platform which
allows the management, inspection and review of the 3D space and semantic data [9]. In
fact, web and cloud BIM platforms leaning on a 3D viewer for the IFC model visualization
and a database system are mostly composed of IFC information and visualized as a tree of
objects depending on architecture classification [4,13]. These platforms are free (or limited)
web applications or Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solutions, especially designed for multiple
device access to a common cloud system.
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Although the actual panorama of cloud-BIM is strongly affected by the presence of
fee-based solutions (e.g., Autodesk Bim 360 and Graphisoft BIMx), the number of free
and open-source web applications are growing, also thanks to the increase of WebGL
apps and web development [14]. Reliable solutions include BIMServer.center [16] and
BIMServer [17]. The first is a free cross-platform for data exchange of IFC models, which
is accessible from every device. In addition to the 3D model investigation, it includes a
marketplace with stand-alone apps and plugins, allowing several analyses. Lately, the
platform allows one to access the BIM project in Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented
Reality (AR) environments, unlocking a new level of accessibility and immersion. The
second, BIMServer, is an open-source web platform (via browsers) reachable through a
JavaScript server app that allows the management and sharing of BIM projects. It relies on
an investigation and revision environment, as well as on a database and query system.
Alongside the presence of these cloud-BIM solutions, another platform represents the
perfect match between features, design stability, a user-friendly interface and source code
accessibility: BIMData [18].
The BIMData web platform (SaaS licence) is probably the most interesting and flexible
cloud solution for managing BIM projects in a smart environment (Figure 1). It includes
three suites (free, professional, enterprise) where the differences principally concern cloud
storage, the IFC editor, email support and Application Programming Interface (API) access.

Figure 1. BIMData page account. Sections: IFC model; localization; invitation for users and sources archive.

Inside the platform, IFC files reach complete accessibility, including the related semantic data. The 3D viewer allows investigation of the IFC objects’ structures and properties
and their edition (Figure 2). This feature is up to stable version 0.8.26; recent versions of
free plan no longer have this function.
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Figure 2. BIMData default platform and viewer. Detail of the sample model with object tree and related properties. Default
plugins and functionalities are on either side.

One of the most important features of BIMData is the BIM Collaboration Format
(BCF) option, which allows for the reporting of issues and the reviewing of data and file
conformities. The access system was conceived to guarantee multiple invitations and
permissions (guest, user, admin). The upload and cloud system of BIMData can host any
file type associated with IFC digital models: e.g., images, PDFs and datasheets can be
managed, consulted and updated inside the web environment.
Behind the attention to detail and the clear and user-friendly interface, there is a
precise developing work carried out via open-source programming languages; in fact,
BIMData is principally based on VueJS (design system), JavaScript and XEOKIT, which is
an open-source programming 3D toolkit (WebGL SDK) developed by XEOLABS [19,20]
and designed for BIM and AEC. The BIMData team of developers are committed to
sharing source codes, giving users complete access to the main viewer, the interface
and the plugins design. In fact, the official website (bimdata.io, accessed on 23 August
2021) includes an important section referring to source code documentation and tutorials;
through this section, all developers can access and modify/adapt BIMData codes and
structure depending on specific needs.
1.2. The ARK-BIM Idea
BIMData and actual WebGL possibilities have unlocked custom web development
scenarios. The documentation and tutorial sections of BIMData provide developers with a
comprehensive overview of the platform framework: main viewer, the viewer interface
and plugin examples, which are free and open to be utilised.
Cognisant of these opportunities, this project focuses on developing a dynamic cloudHBIM platform for archaeology based on the BIMData viewer and plugin system (Figure 3).
This idea started because of the request for the online BIM documentation and dataexchange of archaeological data.
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Figure 3. ARK-BIM main framework idea: from the BIMData cloud to the custom platform through security tokens,
including ad-hoc plugin developments in a custom viewer.

In fact, as mentioned before, current cloud-BIM solutions have been designed for the
AEC industry, and their use for Heritage assets would imply a strong methodological adaptation. Documenting archaeological data involves collecting alphanumerical and graphical
data of stratigraphic layers and evidence. This data is mostly related to photographic,
graphical (drawings) and textual (paper-based datasheets) descriptions of stratigraphic
units. This data is often extrapolated from 3D models or 2D CAD documentation. Smart
and cloud platforms for data exchange are therefore important for archaeology.
For this reason, an ideal cloud-BIM solution for archaeology should be able to collect
and manage archaeological stratigraphy, stratigraphic analysis, chronological interpretation, 2D graphic drawings, photographic details and iconographic and bibliographic
references. The analysis of this data is fundamental for archaeologists, and HBIM projects
cannot be separated from this information [4]. The here-presented platform has been
designed for the purpose of including this data. It is based on the BIMData main cloud,
modified viewer (engine and interface) and ad-hoc plugins for archaeology and Heritage
asset documentation and analysis. The name of this custom platform is ARK-BIM [21]:
this ad-hoc solution has been designed as a dynamic and modular platform, on which
custom-tailored plugins are the main characters.
2. Materials and Methods
The creation process began with the documentation and tutorial pages of the BIMData
website, as well as via discussion and contact with the developers. This information and
support were both fundamental for the purpose of making precise choices on what it was
possible to achieve.
ARK-BIM is reliant on the BIMData cloud storage; for this reason, having a BIMData
account is a mandatory requirement, because this is the basis for the next access token
processes for accessing IFC files. Hence, the development process required programming
languages such as JavaScript, VueJS, HTML and XEOKIT (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. XEOKIT website: homepage with descriptions of functionalities.

The development of ARK-BIM consisted of three main phases: a first phase for the
default 3D viewer modification; a second phase for the development of plugins (VueJS) and
their inclusion inside the HTML web page; a third phase regarding the external plugins
developed by directly using XEOKIT programming tools.
2.1. Early Steps: BIMData Account and Tokens
Before starting the pure development phase, modifying the main viewer and creating
ad-hoc plugins, the first step was having an account on the BIMData platform. The account
allows one to manage IFC projects in digital-virtual rooms, where models have to be
uploaded.
The client ID and the client secret ID of a personal BIMData account are required
elements, essential for acquiring the Access and Project Tokens, which allow direct access
to IFC models from a project cloud to an external viewers or web-apps.
These processes for obtaining tokens (alphanumerical values) can be performed by
command line interface (CLI) or by using Postman [22], which is a collaborative environment for API development. Figure 5 shows an example of an Access Token Call
via Postman.
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Figure 5. Access Token evocation via Postman (by form encoded and raw Python coding).

2.2. 3D Viewer Modification
The viewer modification regarded both the main viewer engine and the viewer HTML
interface. The main viewer of BIMData (viewer.js) is located on Unpkg [23], which is a global
content delivery network; it is stored depending on the developed versions via JavaScript
and XEOKIT. As regards the main viewer, the stable version 0.8.26 was taken as the basis of
ARK-BIM creation; although it is not the most up-to-date release, it allows—in addition to
the ability to split/merge/export IFCs—the editing of IFC properties in real-time (feature
removed after redesigning plans and viewers).
The main viewer, which can be downloaded and saved locally or in a web server,
has been subjected to modifications, adjustments and implementations. These are the
main changes:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Unlocked 2D-3D switch view (hidden feature in the code);
Fixed the possibility of deleting annotations (did not work on default viewer);
Fixed sporadic error messages;
Fixed the overlapping of colours in the menu for selected elements;
Fixed general languages errors;
Graphical adjustments, fixes and changes.

The default viewer of BIMData (0.8.26 version) includes these features and plugins:
tree and properties of IFC files; BCF collaborative environment; fullscreen mode; planar
sections option (this allows one to make planar sections on the X-Y-Z planes of the model);
selection by objects or types; projection view (orthographic and perspective). These important features have been preserved inside the ARK-BIM viewer, as well as the real-time
properties editing. In addition, the default viewer includes important features for model
splitting (by objects) and exporting, peculiarities maintained in the custom viewer. In
particular, by utilizing the same cloud system, ARK-BIM is linked to BIMData by the IFC
model and the BCF option, which guarantees a complementary interoperability. This last
feature is a key point for data exchange among cloud BIM solutions [3,24]. Furthermore,
revision occurred inside ARK-BIM via BCF option communicate in real time with the
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BIMData main account, with which the manager receives and makes changes to the model
and automatically gives a revised feedback on ARK-BIM (Figure 6).

Figure 6. BIM Collaboration Format option behaviour with ARK-BIM and BIMData.

The viewer interface environment is a simple HTML file (web-app). The interface code
can be easily accessed and modified via a source code editor (e.g., Notepad++). Graphical
adjustment and minor changes also occurred for the interface. For the correct usage, the
code includes three important pieces of information: the main viewer link (local or webserver); the Project Token; IDs referring to the cloud-project–IFC in order to extract the IFC
model (Figure 7).

Figure 7. HTML viewer code (interface without plugins): main viewer link on line 6; IFC model coordinates on lines 14–16;
identification token on line 2.
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2.3. Custom-Tailored Plugins Development
The viewer is customizable through ad-hoc plugins developed via VueJS and Javascript.
After the initial modifications and adjustments, the next phase concerns the creation of
custom-tailored plugins for the purpose of enriching the viewer through additional features designed for archaeological and Heritage assets data. The default functionalities of
BIMData are valuable and essential, but historical context also requires other types of tools
in order to offer a holistic approach to Heritage assets information. For this reason, specific
plugins have been developed especially related to historical architectural elements and
stratigraphic analysis and photographic and archive resources. Plugins were tested on a
sample case study; a classical ruined temple, on the basis of another HBIM project related to
the Domus Regia, was parametrically modelled as an example of an archaeological context.
Briefly, these are the unlocked and created VueJS and Javascript plugins (Figure 8):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2D-3D switch view (Unlocked; hidden feature in the original code);
Settings plugin, with submenu (Info, help, download, fix resolution, no edge mode,
dark mode);
Resources plugin, with textual description and bibliographic references;
Images plugin, in order to store context images;
Database plugin, for collecting investigating datasheets;
Geographic position plugin, in order to have a geographic reference;
Isolate Elements plugin, for isolating elements depending on IFC classification;
Pick Stratigraphic Units plugin, in order to pick US typology and numeration on the
3D model as annotations;
Legend, for picked stratigraphic units, referring to previous plugins in order to have
reference feedback for screenshots.

The Settings plugin was built to include different useful options: information concerning ARK-BIM; help option for helping users to navigate the model; fix resolution for
optimizing screen DPI and zoom; download option for downloading the model; no edges
options for disabling edge emphasis; dark mode option for resting eyesight.

Figure 8. ARK-BIM (version 1.5.1) interface: BIMData default plugins (in orange); unlocked plugins (in purple); new
plugins (in blue).
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The Resources plugin was designed for collecting and investigating textual information
concerning the context; in fact, the actual version of ARK-BIM (1.5.1) already contains
resources such as description and bibliographic references. This data is displayed through
modals, which are dialog box or popup windows. Project collaborators can make analyses
and revisions of the content. Thanks to the possibility of managing user privileges, textual
resource can also be filtered for different audiences.
The Images plugin was designed for implementing the BIM model with deep photographic references, because IFC files do not yet support textures. This possibility is crucial
for archaeological contexts, especially for including iconographic pictures as well as photos
concerning excavation data (stratigraphic layers, remains, small finds). Images can then be
dynamically associated to parametric objects.
The Database plugin was built to have deeper information from the BIM model. In
fact, IFC properties and additional databases exported from software can be included
inside the ARK-BIM database plugin for consulting, filtering and querying information.
This is fundamental for the purpose of including the entire stratigraphic database of an
archaeological site for comparing 2D data with 3D parametric objects.
The Geographic position plugin was included in order to have a quick overview of
the context localization. For this reason, a geographic reference from Google Maps was
inserted in a box window. Future developments of this plugins, and also ARK-BIM, could
concern integration with advanced geographic systems such as web-GIS.
Apart from plugins displaying settings, resources and data, plugins such as 2D3D switch, Isolate Elements and Pick Stratigraphic Units are those (built with VueJS and
JavaScript) with which more graphic interaction occurs. The first one, built by BIMData
and unlocked inside the 0.8.26 viewer code, is fundamental for archaeological purposes,
because it allows the model to be shown in a 2D environment (ground plan) coupled with
the project tree with objects (Figure 9). Archaeological and reconstructive plans can then be
compared with the help of the project tree.

Figure 9. ARK-BIM (version 1.5.1): unlocked 2D-3D switch plugin for visualizing ground plans of IFC models and
related elements.

Furthermore, the Isolate Elements plugin is a mandatory plugin for BIM and HBIM
projects. It allows the isolation of 3D objects depending on IFC classification; for example,
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by selecting “wall” entities, the plugin will maintain visually active walls and will hide
other elements (wired view). Hence, the 3D scene can be reset to start another graphical
query (Figures 10 and 11). This plugin, included as shown by BIMData developers, is
the starting point for future development. The actual version of ARK-BIM includes the
possibility of isolating elements by IFC classifications. Based on this, the updated version is currently under development tests for the purpose of isolating parametric objects
depending on material, descriptions, tags and specific archaeological properties.

Figure 10. Part of source code related to the Isolate Elements plugin (the complete code is on the ARK-BIM website).

Figure 11. ARK-BIM (version 1.5.1): Isolate Elements plugin. Sample archaeological model with isolated columns and other
elements in X-ray mode.
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The Pick Stratigraphic Units plugin (Figures 12 and 13) has been designed for annotating stratigraphic units directly on the 3D model. This functionality plays a key role
in archaeological stratigraphy documentation and analysis. Briefly, stratigraphy is the
method for understanding archaeological stratification, though it could also be utilized
regarding other situations, such as historical architecture. In fact, this court of analyses
generated a particular discipline called Building Archaeology [25–27] because this methodology can be applied to historical architecture where the stratification is evident (mostly
medieval architecture).

Figure 12. Part of source code related to the Pick Stratigraphic Units plugin (the complete code is on the ARK-BIM website).

Figure 13. ARK-BIM (version 1.5.1): Pick Stratigraphic Units plugin. Sample archaeological stratigraphy picked directly from
the sample model. Three classes of units available (US, USM, USR).
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Inside ARK-BIM, once units have been picked, the viewer displays alphanumerical
annotations within a coloured circle, which will be placed at the object’s centre of mass
(Figure 13).
Possible notes have been classified in three ways, related to archaeological unit classification [25–27]: simple stratigraphic unit (US-colour grey), refers to ground layers; render
stratigraphic units (USR-colour yellow), for render and plaster layers of masonry remains
and heritage buildings; masonry stratigraphic units (USM-colour red), for walls and masonry units referring to building archaeology.
In fact, the plugin window was conceived for designating a desired unit identification
(e.g., US30; USM54) and then the unit classification using the drop-down menu. Moreover,
a conceptual legend can be displayed on the top-left of the environment in order to provide
information feedback. This plugin could become fundamental for revisions based on
archaeological stratigraphy.
In addition to specific plugin design, the new platform environment was enriched by
informative modal popups (e.g., for brief text description): right click on the 3D space with
filtering plugin for IFC types; edit mode has been confirmed inside the property tree of
objects (no longer available on updated version of the viewer related to free plan).
Plugins can be implemented by embedding custom-tailored source codes into the
interface of the viewer (HTML). Their functionalities and languages (VueJS and JavaScript)
have to respect the functions, constants and variables of the main viewer. For this reason,
custom plugins must respect particular syntax on events references, emitters and listeners
and getters (e.g., as regards isolating elements: “get object by type”, and so on).
The plugin design was continued by utilizing other open-source programming tools.
The early BIMData viewer code was developed using sources shared by XEOLABS [19]:
the XEOKIT programming open-source toolkit [18]. XEOKIT is a 3D Web SDK designed for
BIM and AEC. This toolkit allows the management of 3D models and interactive actions
in a web environment. Despite the fact that XEOKIT supports different file formats, e.g.,
GLTF, STL, OBJ, and the IFC BIM format with the entire structure is supported, they need
to be converted into XKT, the XEOKIT proprietary format.
In this regard, this powerful toolkit has been used for the purpose of including more
interactive environments in the ARK-BIM viewer. In fact, two more 3D spaces, useful for
archaeology and Heritage assets, have been included as external plugins: the Hotspot Model
plugin and a Measurements Centre plugin.
The Hotspot Model plugin (Figures 14–16) was designed using the XEOKIT toolkit in
order to enrich the platform with an interactive environment with a hotspot informative
model. In this section, the model obtains circular links with information inside; popup
labels can display textual data and photographic references, giving a full graphical immersion between 3D models and semantic data. In this regard, archaeological data (textual
and graphical) can be shown on related parametric elements. Despite it being included by
the XEOLABS developers, it has a fundamental importance inside the global framework of
the ARK-BIM platform, and also for further implementation depending on the inclusion
of archaeological data. In fact, labels and popup windows can be modified regarding
placement, styles and focus on opening (e.g., fly on object). An orthographic projection
switch has also been included (perspective and ortho view).
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Figure 14. Part of source code related to the Hotspot Model plugin (the complete code is on the ARK-BIM website).

Figure 15. ARK-BIM (version 1.5.1): Hotspot Model plugin, sample with an image reference.

As mentioned before, the XEOKIT toolkit was also utilized for developing the Measurements Centre plugin. This was designed for picking distances and angles directly on
the model (Figures 17–19). A button enables unlocking the measurement process via left
clicking on desired distances on the model; the plugin will display a projection of X, Y,
Z distances, the default view is in meters and units of measurement can be easily scaled.
Hence, the measurement centre has also been implemented with another important tool
for picking precise measurements of angles on the model. This plugin has been included,
as shown by XEOLABS developers. However, distances and angles have been enabled via
dedicated buttons, thus avoiding refreshing the page each time. Thanks to the inclusion
of JavaScript Controller Library, distances can then be picked by using different units and
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scales. This library implementation is now the basis for further development for enriching
the Measurements Centre plugin. Finally, the orthographic projection switch was included
(perspective and ortho view).

Figure 16. ARK-BIM (version 1.5.1): Hotspot Model plugin, sample with textual information.

Figure 17. Part of source code related to the Measurements Centre plugin (the complete code is on the ARK-BIM website).
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Figure 18. ARK-BIM (version 1.5.1): Measurement Centre plugin, X-Y-Z distances on the IFC model.

Figure 19. ARK-BIM (version 1.5.1): Measurement Centre plugin, sample of angle measurements.

The correct plugin implementation (both VueJS and XEOKIT) ends with the graphical
inclusion of buttons on either side of the viewer interface. Plugins can be rendered in three
ways: without style; next to the button in a sized window; next to the button in a movable
and resizable window.
2.4. Publication of ARK-BIM
After concluding the ARK-BIM development process, the publication of the source
code for the platform was necessary. In order to achieve this, a dedicated website was
built using Bootstrap, HTML and CSS. A brief description of the ARK-BIM was placed
within the website, as well as a brief history of the project and where (and with which
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tools) the design began. The website is located on the GitHub Pages [28], specifically on:
https://ark-bim.github.io (accessed on 20 September 2021) (Figure 20).

Figure 20. ARK-BIM website. Homepage and platform information with features and main purposes.

ARK-BIM is easily accessible on the website, where information, plugins and source
codes are available to be shared and utilized for the purpose of building a personal version
of ARK-BIM (Figure 21). Hence, a sample platform (v. 1.5.1) and model (the model
presented in this paper) are available here [29]: https://ark-bim.github.io/version1.5.1
-sample (accessed on 20 September 2021). In this way, interested members of the community
can utilize source codes and provide personal feedback for revisions (Figures 20 and 21).

Figure 21. ARK-BIM website. Source code section; codes are free to be shared and utilized.
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3. Results
The created modular platform could help in archaeological documentation and analysis. The developed custom-tailored plugins could make a valuable contribution to data
exchange and boost data management and revision processes.
The work of the BIMData and XEOLABS developers has been shown to be essential for
sharing the source code of important graphical instruments. In this regard, the ARK-BIM
platform could be considered a bridge between HBIM archaeological projects and the main
account of BIMData (especially for the BCF option).
Revisions and modifications of HBIM data were at the centre of the BIMData and
ARK-BIM design; because online data sharing constitutes the final stage of most HBIM
projects, revisions and accurate data management and validation are all daily operations
that need to be addressed. The BCF option ensures these analyses and guarantees proficient
collaborations among professionals, facilitating new revision strategies and relationships.
The new platform can be also be shared through different accessing rules; thanks to the
different IFC scopes and accessing rules available via BIMData tokens, the custom platform
can be shared, depending on management privileges. In fact, IFC models can be shared
by managing different scopes in order to lock or unlock possibilities (e.g., IFC read/write;
BCF read/write). Through this filter process, a custom platform can be published in three
ways (managing via Postman and tokens): for project managers (in charge of the project for
data management, revisions, updates and validations); for active/invited users (revisions
and updates); for a large community with a light environment and less specific features [3].
This possibility is fundamental for sharing models and semantic data (object-levels data)
depending on users and level of interest, managing access privileges for project teams and
other people [30].
ARK-BIM, as for BIMData and other cloud BIM solutions, does not require expensive and specific hardware; only an updated web browser and a low/medium graphic
adaptor (GPU) are required. Moreover, these cloud computing solutions offer a democratic
approach to data analysis and exchange, drastically reducing costs and releasing users
from hardware constraints [30]. At the same time, cloud/server BIM solutions provide
real-time and on-demand access, which make it possible to increase productivity and
project phases [24]. These are fundamental aspects for increasing accessibility and the
ease of analyses. Web solutions and services generate huge benefits for data sharing and
exchange, allowing real-time modifications in smart environments [3,31,32].
Being a web-based solution, ARK-BIM is fully compatible with mobile devices (even
if not yet optimized). Portability, not only for laptops, is a crucial aspect concerning
accessibility of information [33]. Through mobile devices, IFC models and related data
become consultable everywhere, thus avoiding the need for institutions and particular
instruments, for example, laboratories and dedicated computers [3]. At the same time, first
person spaces, such as AR, VR and game-like environments, could boost information access
and involvement [34–36]; this aspect could be considered in a future version of ARK-BIM.
In conclusion, thanks to the available source code and web development possibilities, a custom platform has been designed for Heritage and historical assets (Figure 22);
archaeological information can be easily consulted and exchanged among project teams
and collaborators. ARK-BIM is free to be utilized and implemented by the community.
Source codes are available on the official website.
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Figure 22. ARK-BIM main features: a modular platform for archaeology, which includes ad-hoc plugins, built with
open-source web instruments.

4. Conclusions
ARK-BIM (current version 1.5.1) is a modular cloud platform based on different programming languages that requires constant updating. In fact, the developed functionalities
could be suitable for many archaeological sites, but not for other specific contexts. For this
reason, features regarding the viewer and plugins can be implemented depending on case
studies. In this regard, the Isolate Elements plugin could be implemented with specific
attributes: e.g., isolate by tag, materials, metric dimensions and so on.
However, future works could include the creation of a personal cloud and viewer
based exclusively on XEOKIT possibilities, disengaging from the BIMData system and
creating a proprietary revision centre instead of a BCF option.
Another important feature will be the focus of forthcoming work: the inclusion of
high-quality texture, leaning on GLTF file formats (at the moment, IFC format does not
support radiometric textures). In this way, an immersive and photographic reference could
enrich the model.
ARK-BIM, with its tailor-made plugins, provides valuable support to HBIM project
collaborations related to archaeological contexts. It offers the possibility to manage HBIM
models and related data in a smart and intuitive web environment; archaeological models
and data (resources, properties and databases) can be consulted and revised remotely.
Thanks to the BCF option, the real-time IFC properties edit and ad-hoc plugins, a complete
suite for archaeological BIM projects is now available. For this reason, this platform changes
traditional studies and collaborations regarding archaeology.
ARK-BIM allows the collection of different type of data (from IFC properties to
textual information; from reference pictures to databases) in a cloud system and several
instrument for investigate them, it avoids data fragmentation derived from traditional
archaeological studies (semantic data often disconnected from 3D models) and assists in
remote collaborations and data exchange.
Cloud-BIM web development is undoubtedly a growing industry, not only for software but also for research projects. Because online solutions have proven to be essential in
these challenging times, cloud-based systems and web platforms are becoming more and
more important for ensuring data exchange and interoperability, and they provide a multidisciplinary and open approach. Remote accessibility often provides the only possibility to
carry out and update research and analyses (and HBIM revisions and collaborations).
In the future, we could easily see the development of dynamic cloud solutions able to
manage (especially from mobile devices) complex and high-quality BIM projects (maybe
with texture compatibility), allowing simple on/off functionalities for different users as
well as AR/VR switches. In fact, thanks to web development, this new-born platform could
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be the starting point for developing more and more cloud-based informative solutions
applied to archaeology and Heritage assets.
FOSS programming tools and web development possibilities unlocked unthinkable
scenarios just a few years ago. ARK-BIM design was made possible thanks to these
opportunities. The project idea and design started from a willingness to utilize open and
smart instruments of the actual cloud BIM panorama, for the purpose of adapting them
to archaeological data. The future of cloud-BIM is certainly ad-hoc web development for
specific branches. Nowadays, cloud computing and web programming tools play a crucial
role in creating custom-tailored solutions, thus avoiding the adaptation of HBIM data to
web apps designed for other purposes.
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